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Humming-birds  were  kept,  no  appearance  of  a  nest  was  to  be  seen,  although
the   birds   had   frequently   been   observed   caressing   each   other.   Some   have
been   occasionally   kept   confined   in   our   Middle   Districts,   but   I   have   not
ascertained  that  any  one  survived  a  winter.

The  Humming-bird  does  not  shun  mankind  so  much  as  birds  generally  do.
It  frequently  approaches  flowers  in  the  windows,  or  even  in  rooms  when  the
windows   are   kept   open,   during   the   extreme   heat   of   the   day,   and   returns,
when   not   interrupted,   as   long   as   the   flowers   are   unfaded.   They   are
extremely   abundant   in   Louisiana   during   spring   and   summer,   and   wherever
a   fine   plant   of   the   trumpet-flower   is   met   with   in   the   woods,   one   or   more
Humming-birds   are   generally   seen  about   it,   and   now  and  then  so   many   as
ten  or  twelve  at  a  time.  They  are  quarrelsome,  and  have  frequent  battles  in
the   air,   especially   the'   male   birds.   Should   one   be   feeding  on   a   flower,   and
another   approach   it,   they   are   both   immediately   seen   to   rise   in   the   air,
twittering   and   twirling   in   a   spiral   manner   until   out   of   sight.   The   conflict
over,   the  victor   immediately   returns  to  the  flower.

If   comparison   might   enable   you,   kind   reader,   to   form   some   tolerably
accurate  idea  of  their  peculiar  mode  of  flight,  and  their  appearance  when  on
wing,  I  would  say,  that  were  both  objects  of  the  same  colour,  a  large  sphinx
or   moth,   when   moving   from   one   flower   to   another,   and   in   a   direct   line,
comes  nearer   the  Humming-bird  in   aspect   than  any  other   object   with  which
I  am  acquainted.

Having   heard   several   persons   remark   that   these   little   creatures   had   been
procured,   with   less   injury   to   their   plumage,   by   shooting   them  with   water,   I
was   tempted   to   make   the   experiment,   having   been   in   the   habit   of   killing
them   either   with   remarkably   small   shot,   or   with   sand.   However,   finding
that  even  when  within  a  few  paces,  I  seldom  brought  one  to  the  ground  when
I   used   water   instead   of   shot,   and   was   moreover   obliged   to   clean   my   gun
after  every  discharge,  I  abandoned  the  scheme,  and  feel  confident  that  it  can
never   have   been   used   with   material   advantage.   I   have   frequently   secured
some   by   employing   an   insect-net,   and   were   this   machine   used   with
dexterity,   it   would  afford  the  best   means  of   procuring  Humming-birds.

I   have   represented   several   of   these   pretty   and   most   interesting   birds,   in
various   positions,   feeding,   caressing   each   other,   or   sitting   on   the   slender
stalks   of   the   trumpet-flower   and   pluming   themselves.   The   diversity   of
action  and  attitude  thus  exhibited,  may,  I   trust,   prove  sufficient  to  present  a
faithful  idea  of  their  appearance  and  manners.   A  figure  of  the  nest  you  will
also  find  has  been  given;  it  is  generally  placed  low,  on  the  horizontal  branch
of   any   kind   of   tree,   seldom  more   than   twenty   feet   from  the   ground.   They
are   far   from  being   particular   in   this   matter,   as   I   have   often   found   a   nest
attached  by   one  side  only   to   a   twig  of   a   rose-bush,   currant,   or   the  strong
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stalk  of  a  rank  weed,  sometimes  in  the  middle  of  the  forest,  at  other  times
on  the  branch  of  an  oak,  immediately  over  the  road,  and  again  in  the  garden
close  to  the  walk.

This   interesting   gem   of   the   feathered   tribe   proceeds   as   far   north   in
summer   as   the   57th   parallel.   Dr.   Richardson   obtained   it   on   the   plains   of
the  Saskatchewan,  and  Mr.  Drummond  found  its  nest  near  the  sources  of  the
Elk   river.   It   does   not   occur   on   the   Columbia   river,   where   the   Nootka
Humming-bird   is   abundant.   A   few   were   seen   by   me   in   Labrador,   and,   on
the   other   hand,   I   met   with   it   entering   the   United   States   in   crowds   in   the
beginning   of   April,   advancing   eastward   along   the   shores   of   the   Mexican
Gulf.   The   weather   having   become   very   cold   one   morning,   many   were
picked  up  dead  along  the  beaches,  and  those  which  bore  up  were  so  benumbed
as  almost  to  suffer   the  members  of   my  party  to  take  them  with  the  hand.
My   friend   Dr.   Bachman   has   heard   this   species   uttering   a   few   sweet   notes,
sometimes  when  perched  on  a   twig,   and  at   other  times  on  wing.   The  eggs
measure  half  an  inch  in  length  by  4|  lines  in  breadth.

Humming-bird,  Trochilus  Colubris,  Wils.  Amer.  Orn.,  vol.  ii.  p.  26.
Trochilus  Coldbris,  Bonap.  Syn.,  p.  98.
Trochilus  Colubris,  Northern  Humming-bird,  Swains.  &  Rich.  F.  Bor.  Amer.,  vol.

ii.  p.  323.
Ruby-throated  Humming-bird,  Nutt.  Man.,  vol.  i.  p.  588.
Ruby-throated  Humming-bird,  Trochilus  colubris,  Aud.  Orn.  Biog.,  vol.  i.  p.  248;  vol.

v.  p.  544.

Male,   3i,   4|.
In   summer,   from   Texas   to   lat.   57°,   and   in   all   intermediate   districts   east

of   the   Rocky   Mountains.      Common.      Migratory.
Adult   Male.

Bill   long,   straight,   subulate,   depressed  at   the   base,   acute;   upper   mandible
rounded,   its   edges   overlapping.   Nostrils   basal,   linear.   Tongue   very   exten-

sile,  filiform,  divided  towards  the  end  into  two  filaments.   Feet  very  short
and  feeble;  tarsus  slender,  shorter  than  the  middle  toe,  partly  feathered;  fore
toes  united  at  the  base;  claws  curved,  compressed,  acute.

Plumage   compact,   imbricated   above   and   on   the   throat   with   metallic
lustre,   blended   beneath.   Wings   long,   narrow,   a   little   incurved   at   the   tip,
the   first   quill   longest.   Tail   forked   when   closed,   when   spread   even   in   the
middle   and   laterally   rounded,   of   ten   broad   feathers,   the   outer   curved
inwards.

Bill   and   feet   black.   Iris   of   the   same   colour.   Upper   parts   generally,
including   the   two   middle   tail-feathers,   green,   with   gold   reflections.   Quills
and  tail   purplish-brown.     Throat,   sides  of  the  head,  and  fore  neck,  carmine-
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purple,   spotted   with   black,   varying   to   crimson,   orange,   and   deep   black.
Sides  of   the  same  colour  as   the  back;   the  rest   of   the  under  parts   greyish-
white,   mixed  with  green.

Length   3^   inches,   extent   of   wings   4|;   bill   along   the   ridge   f  ,   along   the
gap  |-;  tarsus  £,  toe  4.

Adult   Female.

The   female   differs   from   the   male   in   wanting   the   brilliant   patch   on   the
throat,   which   is   white,   as   are   the   under   parts   generally,   and  in   having   the
three  lateral  tail-feathers  tipped  with  the  same  colour.

Dimensions  the  same.

Young   Bird.
The   young   birds   have   the   under   parts   brownish-white,   the   tail   tipped

with   white,   and   are   somewhat   lighter   in   their   upper   parts.   In   autumn   the
young  males  begin  to  acquire  the  red  feathers  of  the  throat.

On   depriving   a   specimen   of   this   bird   of   its   feathers,   one   finds   its
proportions   very   different   from   what   he   may   have   previously   imagined.
Thus,   the   body   is   remarkably   robust,   of   an   ovate   form,   much   deeper   than
broad,   on  account  of   the  extreme  size  of   the  crest   or   keel   of   the  sternum,
which  is  so  extended  as  to  leave  for  the  abdomen  a  space  not  more  than  a
fifth   of   its   own  length.   The  feet,   although  very   small,   are   yet   proportionally
as  large  as  those  of  a  Cormorant;  the  femur  and  tibia  being  relatively  large,
while  the  tarsus  is  extremly  short,  and  the  toes  of  moderate  size,  the  anterior
incapable  of   being  widely  spread,   and  the  middle  or  third  scarcely  exceeding
the  two  lateral;   in   which   respect   the   foot   has   some  resemblance   to   that   of
the   Swifts.   The   hind   toe   is   articulated   remarkably   high   on   the   tarsus,   it
being  placed  very  nearly   at   the  height  of   one-third  of   its   length.   The  bones
of  the  wings  are  very  short;  the  humerus  and  cubitus  extremely  so,  although
proportionally   strong.   The   neck   is   very   elongated,   being   10   twelfths   of   an
inch   in   length,   whereas   the   body,   including   the   coccyx,   is   only   9   twelfths.
The  head  is  rather  large,  depressed  in  front,  with  a  deep  hollow  between  the
eyes,   which   are   very   large,   and   the   bill   is   disproportionately   elongated.
The  pectoral  muscles  are  of  extreme  size,  exceeding  by  much  the  entire  bulk
of  the  rest  of  the  body  with  the  neck  and  head,  the  height  of  the  crest  of  the
sternum  being   4   twelfths,   or   nearly   half   the   length   of   the   body.   The   body
of   the   sternum   is   remarkably   flat,   and   so   thin   as   to   be   almost   perfectly
transparent;   it   is   narrow   anteriorly,   where   it   is   2i   twelfths   in   breadth,   but
gradually  enlarges  to  4  twelfths;  the  posterior  edge  forms  a  semicircle,  and  is
destitute   of   notch.   The   pubic   bones   almost   meet   in   front,   where   they   are
cartilaginous.   The   heart   is   extraordinarily   large,   occupying   half   the   length
of  the  cavity  of  the  body,  of  an  elongated  conical  form,  3|  twelfths  long,  and
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2  twelfths  in  breadth  at  the  base.     The  right  lobe  of  the  liver  is  much  larger
than  the  left,  the  former  being  5  twelfths  in  length,  the  latter  4  twelfths.

The  whole  length  of  the  head  is  1|  inches,  of  which  the  bill  is  10  twelfths.
The   upper   mandible   is   slightly   concave   beneath   in   its   whole   length,   the
lower   a   little   more   deeply   concave,   the   edges   7
of   both   thin,   those   of   the   lower   erect   and

overlapped  by   the   upper.      The   nostrils   are
covered    by   a   very   large   projecting    mem-

branous flap,  feathered  above.     The  tongue
is,   to   a   certain   extent,   constructed   precisely
in   the   same   manner   as   that   of   the   Wood-

peckers.    The  basi-hyal  bone  is  lj  twelfths

long,   the    apo-hyal    bones   2    twelfths,   the

apo-hyal  and  cerato-hyal  together   1    inch  2
twelfths,   the    glosso-hyal    or   terminal   bones

4-^  twelfths.     There  is  no  uro-hyal  bone,  any
more   than   in   the   Woodpeckers,   and   the   glosso-hyal   is   double   at   the   end.
The  horns  of   the  hyoid  bone  are  thus  greatly   elongated,   recurving  over   the
occiput,   near    the     top    of   which   they   meet,   and     thence    proceed   directly
forward,   in  mutual  proximity,   lodged  in  a  deep  and  broad  groove,   along  the
middle   of   the  forehead,   until   near   the  anterior   part   of   the  eye,   where  they

'  terminate,  fig.  3.     The  crura  of  the  lower  mandible,  fig.  4,  do  not  meet  until
very  near  the  tip,  and  from  the  inner  and  lower  surface  of  each
near   the   junction   or   angle,   there   proceeds   backward   a   slender
muscle,   which   is   attached  to   the   hyoid   bone   at   the   junction   of
the  apo-hyal   and  cerato-hyal,   whence  it   proceeds  all   the  way  to
the  tip   of   the  latter,   the  muscle   and  bone  being  enclosed  in   a
very  delicate   sheath,  which   is   attached    to    the    subcutaneous
cellular   tissue   between   the   nostrils.      The   tongue,   properly   so
called,   moves  in   a   sheath,   as   in   the  Woodpeckers;   its   length  is
10  twelfths.     When  it  is  protruded,  the  part  beyond  this  at  the
base   appears   fleshy,   being   covered   with   the   membrane   of   the
mouth   forming   the   sheath,   but   the   rest   of   its   extent   is   horny,
and  presents  the  appearance  of  two  cylinders  united,  with  a  deep
groove  above  and  another  beneath,  for  the  length  of  3  twelfths,
beyond   which   they   become   flattened,   concave   above,   thin-edged
and   lacerated   externally,   thick-edged   internally,   and,   although   lying   parallel
and  in  contact,   capable  of   being  separated.      This   part,   being  moistened  by
the   fluid   of   the   slender   salivary   glands,   and   capable   of   being   alternately
exserted  and  retracted,  thus  forms  an  instrument  for  the  prehension  of  small
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meets   with   pleasure   and   with   food.   Its   gorgeous   throat   in   beauty   and
brilliancy   baffles   all   competition.   Now   it   glows   with   a   fiery   hue,   and   again
it   is   changed   to   the   deepest   velvety   black.   The   upper   parts   of   its   delicate
body  are  of  resplendent  changing  green;  and  it  throws  itself  through  the  air
with   a   swiftness   and   vivacity   hardly   conceivable.   It   moves   from   one   flower
to   another   like   a   gleam  of   light,   upwards,   downwards,   to   the  right,   and  to
the   left.   In   this   manner,   it   searches   the   extreme   northern   portions   of   our
country,   following   with   great   precaution   the   advances   of   the   season,   and
retreats  with  equal  care  at  the  approach  of  autumn.

I  wish  it  were  in  my  power  at  this  moment  to  impart  to  you,  kind  reader,
the  pleasures  which  I   have  felt   whilst   watching  the  movements,   and  viewing
the   manifestation   of   feelings   displayed   by   a   single   pair   of   these   most
favourite   little   creatures,   when   engaged   in   the   demonstration   of   their   love
to  each  other: — how  the  male  swells  his  plumage  and  throat,  and,  dancing  on
the   wing,   whirls   around   the   delicate   female;   how   quickly   he   dives   towards
a   flower,   and   returns   with   a   loaded   bill,   which   he   offers   to   her   to   whom
alone  he  feels  desirous  of  being  united;  how  full  of  ecstacy  he  seems  to  be
when  his   caresses  are  kindly   received;   how  his   little   wings  fan  her,   as   they
fan  the  flowers,  and  he  transfers  to  her  bill  the  insect  and  the  honey  which  he
has   procured   with   a   view  to   please   her;   how  these   attentions   are   received
with   apparent   satisfaction;   how,   soon   after,   the   blissful   compact   is   sealed;
how,   then,   the   courage  and  care   of   the   male   are   redoubled;   how  he   even
dares   to   give   chase  to   the   Tyrant   Fly-catcher,   hurries   the   Blue-bird   and  the
Martin  to  their  boxes;  and  how,  on  sounding  pinions,  he  joyously  returns  to
the   side   of   his   lovely   mate.   Reader,   all   these   proofs   of   the   sincerity,
fidelity,   and  courage,   with   which  the  male   assures   his   mate  of   the  care   he
will  take  of  her  while  sitting  on  her  nest,  may  be  seen,  and  have  been  seen,
but  cannot  be  portrayed  or  described.

Could   you,   kind   reader,   cast   a   momentary   glance   on   the   nest   of   the
Humming-bird,   and   see,   as   I   have   seen,   the   newly-hatched   pair   of   young,
little   larger  than  humble-bees,   naked,   blind,   and  so  feeble  as   scarcely   to  be
able  to  raise  their  little  bill  to  receive  food  from  the  parents;  and  could  you
see  those  parents,  full  of  anxiety  and  fear,  passing  and  repassing  within  a  few
inches   of   your   face,   alighting   on   a   twig   not   more   than   a   yard   from   your
body,   waiting   the   result   of   your   unwelcome   visit   in   a   state   of   the   utmost
despair,  — you  could  not  fail   to  be  impressed  with  the  deepest  pangs  which
parental   affection  feels   on   the   unexpected  death   of   a   cherished  child.   Then
how  pleasing  is  it,  on  your  leaving  the  spot,  to  see  the  returning  hope  of  the
parents,  when,  after  examining  the  nest,  they  find  their  nurslings  untouched!
You  might  then  judge  how  pleasing  it  is  to  a  mother  of  another  kind,  to  hear
the   physician   who  has   attended  her   sick   child   assure   her   that   the   crisis   is
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